
 

Welcome to Abenaki Lacrosse. The information and video links 

provided will help you understand the skills and basic concepts 

needed to be a great lacrosse player and teammate. 

 

Skill Development  

Soft Hands 

Being able to catch a pass gently. This is accomplished by meeting the ball in front of you and moving 

the stick backwards to slow and control the momentum of the ball. 

4 Wall Ball drills 

Girls Wall Ball Routine 

 

Cradling 

The coordinated motion of the arms and wrists that keeps the ball secure in the pocket and ready to 

be passed or shot when running. 

Girl's cradling practice  

 

Ground Balls 

One of the toughest skills to master yet looks so simple. The key on the scoop is to bend at the knees, 

keep your stick parallel to the ground and dip the head to scoop just in front of the ball. Remember to 

keep your back hand down. If you miss the ball it is legal to kick it forward for another scoop attempt. 

When you have an opponent going for the ball you need to get your body in front of the opponent to 

block him from the ball and make it difficult to check your stick. 

Ground ball drills 

 

Overhand Passing & Shooting 

The sidearm and underhand shots drive coaches crazy. Why? Simply put as you progress through the 

youth and high school level of play every pass and shot are typically done while moving/running. The 

accuracy of your pass and shots are very poor. I have watched over 35 LAX National Championships 

and kept stats on the underhand and sidearm shots with an on net accuracy of less than 10%.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNc-yO4bsZ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qD-VTfZ-i8s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ufHKToJjWiI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qtwKIxyOdGk


 

Why overhand? When passing much easier to pass on the run. Your teammate receiving the pass can 

read the ball coming out of your stick and move to the ball. Sidearm tends to freeze your teammate 

because they can’t get a read on the ball. 

Shooting overhand makes the goalie freeze until you shoot. Goalies typically protect the top of the 

net and react to your shot. So shooting high to low off hip will have you scoring a ton of goals. 

Mechanics of throwing: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjqjuDpjUWY 

Quick Stick drills: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-6y9K_YjGs 

 

Off Hand Development 

The importance of being able to use both hands lets you play the whole field. You will be able to find 

passing and shooting lanes easier. You can also receive passes from teammates easier as you open up 

more passing lanes. 

What can we do to develop your off hand? Do everything during the day with your off hand. This 

would include opening a door, drinking a cup of water (no straws), writing a note, opening a jar of 

peanut butter, spreading peanut butter on toast or bread.  

Skills that will help include throwing a ball with your off hand up about a foot and catching it with 

your off hand, cradle the ball with your off hand, throw the ball straight up with your stick and 

catching it with the offhand. And the best thing to do is to find a wall and practice throwing and 

catching with your off hand. 

Mechanics of throwing: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjqjuDpjUWY 

 

Stick Checks 

The best stick checks follow the 3 P’s Position, Patience, Poke. Position yourself between your 

opponent and the net. Be patient wait for the opportunity to poke check the opponents stick. By 

doing this you will always be in position and wait for the appropriate check. The main advantage of 

the poke check is the accuracy and control especially when checking the bottom of the stick. (not 

many slashing calls on poke checks.) 

Defense don’t get beat: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xJ48UoOrsdk 

Defense checking: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCH7T5UQnM0 

Long Stick Middie: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yhVaJDjQWQM 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjqjuDpjUWY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-6y9K_YjGs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjqjuDpjUWY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xJ48UoOrsdk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCH7T5UQnM0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yhVaJDjQWQM


 
Basic Concepts  

Fast breaks 

A fast break occurs when you are in a man up situation where you have a middie or defenseman 

crossing mid field without a defender on them. They should go to the net creating a threat where a 

defenseman must leave an attack man to take away the threat from the uncovered player. At this 

point the uncovered attack should move to where he can receive a pass and create another threat 

causing the defense to adjust once again, as the defense slides the uncovered attack should move to 

a passing lane. At this point the attack should have a wide open shot on net. Commonly known as 

draw and dump until you have a shot opportunity. 

Clears 

The basic clear starts when the goalie yells CLEAR. At this time the middies should get over midfield 

thus clearing the defensive zone of opponent’s middies. When the defensemen hears CLEAR they 

need to have 2 defensemen at goal line extended outside the box and the top defenseman should 

move between the top on the box and the midfield line and no more than 5 yds. from the sidelines. 

At this point we should be in a man up situation.(3 attack covering 3 Defensemen and a goalie) If the 

goalie is covered they should have a wide open defenseman to pass to who will move the ball to mid 

field and look for a middie curling back to get the pass. The attack may also be open on the wings. If 

the goalie is not covered he should walk the ball near midfield and look for the open middie curling 

back or an open attack in the wings. 

Defense (Geography/ Man) 

The defense needs to work as a team protecting geography first then the man. If the man you are 

responsible for is a potential threat, within 12-15yds of the net, they need to be covered. If your man 

is not a threat you should move to the middle of the net known as the redline to help with a double 

team. The defense needs to be aware of where there man is and when they need to move to cover 

the possible threat. This is known as head on a swivel. The middies will have a similar responsibility 

covering the top of the box and the man they are responsible for. If the middies cut to the net the 

defensive middies need to cover their man. A condensed defense is stronger than one that is spread 

out. 

Offense (throw you go, pick away, stay out of the hole) 

The basic concept is when you pass the ball cut to the net looking for a return pass and shot. If you do 

not get a pass then set a pick for an attackman away from the ball. After a successful pick reset by 

moving to the top of the box and stay out of the hole. There should not be a right, left, or center 

middies. As middies cut to the net the other middies need to make sure they are open for a pass, be 

in position to get a ground ball and be positioned to stop a fast break. Middies need to work as a unit 

creating an offense but also prepared to keep the ball in the offensive zone and stop any fast breaks. 

 



 
Rides 

Rides are important because they should be able to slow the clear so the defensive middies can get 

on the field. Rides are also responsible for creating poor passes and or turnovers.  

There are numerous ride philosophies but the two I prefer are: 

1) The attack covers the defensemen leaving the goalie uncovered. As they advance the ball up 

field the deepest attack should jump the goalie forcing a pass backwards. The middies are 

responsible for tight coverage preventing easy passes and creating an opportunity for a steal. 

2) Same as above but cover the goalie forcing long passes within the 4 seconds the goalie can 

stay in the crease, after he leaves the crease you can check his stick and force poor passes. 

 

Goaltending 

The basic concept for goalies to focus on is STEP BODY BALANCE. The goalie needs to step towards 

the shot, keep his body in position and in balance. The stick should be held away from the body so it 

can be maneuvered to block shots. The top hand should be on the shaft where the head and shaft 

meet. If you hold the stick vertical against you forearm the bottom hand should be just below the 

elbow.  

When shooting on the goalie in practice your goal is to develop “muscle memory”. Muscle memory 

refers to creating an automatic reflex to the shot. It is best to tell the goalie where the shot is going 

and take the same shot 10 times. If you shoot the 4 corners and five hole and bounce shots you’re up 

to 60 shots per round. After 60 shots let the goalie know you are going to mix the shots up and see 

how well they do. 

Goalie low shot drills https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k7DCdCznPtU 

Goalie Fundamentals https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MkbA42BgNig 

 

 

     What to do when not at practice 

★ Play wall ball (find a wall and get permission to use). 

★ Play catch with family, friends, and/or teammates. 

★ Use your off hand for everything you would do with your dominate hand. 

★ Shoot on net. (Overhand, Overhand, Overhand) 

★ Watch a High School and/or College game 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k7DCdCznPtU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MkbA42BgNig


Wall ball is the most important thing you can do year round! 

 The basics: 

1) Stand 3 yards from the wall and practice throwing and catching. Work on developing the soft 

hands described above. Also pass the ball from your right and catch it on your left side then 

the reverse. This will help with eye hand coordination and soft hands. 

2) Stand 10 yards from the wall and shoot hard enough so the rebound is where you can catch 

the ball. Practice bounce shots and catch the rebounds. Again we are developing eye hand 

coordination and soft hands. 

3) Stand 15-20yds from the wall and practice passes or shots and work on getting the ground 

balls. 

 

4 Wall Ball drills: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNc-yO4bsZ4 

Girls & Boys Wall Ball:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IsbnBNz8-l8 

Girls wall ball 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9LF2E4fd-HQ 

 
 

Common Lacrosse Terms 

 
Boxing out Getting your body between the opponent and the ball. 

Clear When a goalie makes a save or a defensive player has possession of 
the ball the goalie will yell clear so all of the defensive players know 
what to do. 

Cutters Offensive players going through the area directly in front of the 
goal. They typically look for a pass or set a pick for the attack. 

Get a touch You need to get into the offensive box 

Gillman An area on the field, usually to the left or right of the offensive zone 
net. Gilmans are not the preferred way to clear the ball but in panic 
mode let it fly. 

GLE Goal line extended An imaginary line that is from sideline to sideline going through the 
goal line in the net 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNc-yO4bsZ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IsbnBNz8-l8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9LF2E4fd-HQ


Man Ball Release When two teammates approach a loose ball one yells man and 
boxes out the opponent the other player yells ball and gets the 
ground ball. After possession they will yell release in order to avoid 
any interference calls 
 

Middie Back you must keep 4 players in your defensive side of the field and 3 
players in the offensive side of the field when a defenseman or 
goalie is about to cross over the midfield line they yell "middi back" 
which has a middie stay in the defensive zone to avoid an offsides. 
 

Move to the ball When receiving a pass or going after a ground ball move to the ball. 
If you wait for the ball to reach you your opponent will be able to 
check your stick or box you out and get the ball. 

Quick stick Refers to the ability to receive a pass into your stick and in one fluid 
motion control the ball and shoot the ball.  

Red Line Defense This is an imaginary line that goes from the center of the net to top 
of the box 

Shot back up when a shot on net goes out of bounds the player closest to the ball 
when it went out gets possession when play restarts 

Slide Moving from the man you are covering to the player creating a 
threat. Usually the ball carrier if he beats the player defending him. 

The Hole The area directly in front of the net. 

The Offensive/Defensive Box The area/box that the nets are in where the side lines are 35 yards 
long and 40 yards apart. This is the area where the attack and 
defensemen must stay until possession has been awarded to the 
middies during the faceoff at midfield. 

Through the box Players must enter and exit  the field through lined box at midfield 

Warding Using your free arm to push an opponent or his stick away from 
you. This will cause a change of possession. 

 
X 

 
Directly behind the net 



VIDEOS 

The videos are 5 minutes or less except for the Lax Comprehensive Guide which is 46 minutes 

4 Wall Ball drills https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNc-yO4bsZ4 

Ground ball drills https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qtwKIxyOdGk 

Mechanics of throwing https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjqjuDpjUWY 

Quick Stick drills https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-6y9K_YjGs 

Defense don’t get beat  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xJ48UoOrsdk 

Defense checking https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCH7T5UQnM0 

Long Stick Middie https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yhVaJDjQWQM 

LAX Comprehensive  
Guide 46 Min. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cUaQ-d_StZs 

Offensive Stick Skill https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iM8rHj4iPTI 

Faceoff drills https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gw-1dyM6CvM 

Goalie low shot drills https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k7DCdCznPtU 

Goalie Fundamentals https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MkbA42BgNig 

Girls catching drill https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F17rtWKTLGg 

Girls & Boys Wall Ball https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IsbnBNz8-l8 

Girls wall ball 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9LF2E4fd-HQ 

Girl’s top 3 dodges https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7deaRXF70Q8 

Girls Ground Balls https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAFRoJ4oOZs 
 
Girls Defense drills https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCmTksd4UV8 
 
Girls Shooting on The Run https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ksvmeICmYvg 
 

5 Lacrosse Stick Skill Exercises That You Can Do at Home 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNc-yO4bsZ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qtwKIxyOdGk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjqjuDpjUWY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-6y9K_YjGs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xJ48UoOrsdk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCH7T5UQnM0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yhVaJDjQWQM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cUaQ-d_StZs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iM8rHj4iPTI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gw-1dyM6CvM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k7DCdCznPtU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MkbA42BgNig
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F17rtWKTLGg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IsbnBNz8-l8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9LF2E4fd-HQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7deaRXF70Q8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAFRoJ4oOZs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCmTksd4UV8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ksvmeICmYvg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E9A8x82AyXY

